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CAST LIST
Sean McNamara
Christian Troy
Julia McNamara
Liz Cruz
Gina Russo
Baby Wilber
Erica Noughton
Manya Mabika
Elias Perri
Ava Moore
Mitzi
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Sal
Sweaty Guy
Gil (non-speaking) **
Attorney Jeremy Saddler
Nurse Linda (non-speaking)
James Sutherland
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INTERIORS:
McNamara/Troy Office
- Sean's Office
- Break Room
- Scrub Room
- Surgery Suite
- Recovery / Spa
- Lobby / Reception Area
- Hallway
- Exam Room
McNamara House
- Kitchen
- Julia's and Sean's Bedroom
- Entertainment Room
Christian's Apartment
- Bedroom
- Bathroom
- Living Room
- Kitchen
- Hallway Outside Christian's Apartment
Gina's Condominium
- Inside Front Door
- Hallway Outside of Front Door
- Living Room
- Bedroom
Day Spa / Jacuzzi
EXTERIORS
Harbor Walkway - Day **
Country Club / Poolside - Day **
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INT. SEAN'S OFFICE - DAY
SEAN and CHRISTIAN sit opposite MANYA MABIKA, 23, an
exquisite Somali model. She radiates both strength and
sadness.
SEAN
Ms. Mabika, tell me what you don't
like about yourself.
MANYA
My clitoris.
Sean and Christian avoid each other's eyes. This is a first.
CHRISTIAN
And the problem with it is?
MANYA
It was cut out of me when I was
seven years old.
SEAN
You were circumcised?
MANYA
I was a victim of female genital
mutilation.
Silence. She looks at them for a beat, full of emotion.
CHRISTIAN
If this is too painful—
MANYA
No. I have to say it. Out loud,
(remembering with
difficulty)
They dragged me from my bed in the
middle of the night. The
Daja...midwife, said I was the
worst girl she ever cut. Because of
all the screaming.
CLOSE ON Sean and Christian, moved by the horror of her
story.
MANYA (CONT'D)
My mother had to sit on me and hold
my legs open while the witch sliced
my clitoris off with a sharp piece
of glass. Then she used it to tear
out the folds surrounding it.
(with difficulty)
Then they stitched my...labia
closed with thorns. That way my
future husband could slice it open—
proof that I was a virgin.
(CONTINUED)
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CHRISTIAN
I didn't think this sort of thing
still went on.
MANYA
In Somalia over ninety per cent of
the women have it done. It's a
Fatwa — one of the ten obligations
a woman must adhere to if she
wishes to attain perfection.
SEAN
And if you refuse?
MANYA
An uncut woman cannot marry. She's
considered masculine...unclean.
Sexual urges belong only to the
male.
CHRISTIAN
Ms. Mabika, are you saying you want
a...clitoralplasty?
MANYA
I want an orgasm.
(then)
In America, on my modeling shoots,
I meet women who enjoy having sex.
Sex, sex, sex all the time.
CHRISTIAN
Well, they do take breaks every now
and then.
MANYA
So, I am asking — can you give me
an orgasm?
Sean shoots Christian a "watch it" look.
SEAN
That may not be possible.
MANYA
This is America. Anything is
possible.
SEAN
Anything but not everything. We can
certainly reconstruct your pudenda,
but as for rebuilding a clitoris,
restoring sensation—

(CONTINUED)
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CHRISTIAN
There is an experimental procedure,
something called a "free flap
transfer," where we'd take the tip
from one of your toes and attach it
to the clitoral area.
SEAN
(countering)
But it's only been tried a few
times. The chances for a successful
graft aren't optimum.
Christian looks at him, not happy at being usurped.
MANYA
If there's even a little
chance...please, Dr. McNamara. What
have I got to lose?
Sean and Christian stare, moved by her plight.
2

INT. BREAK ROOM - DAY

2

CLOSE ON a STRAWBERRY as it's whacked in half.
WIDEN TO REVEAL Christian popping half of it into his mouth
and offering the other half to Sean, who declines.
\

CHRISTIAN
I came up with the idea, I'm doing
it. You can assist.
SEAN
We're talking about microsurgical
free-tissue replantation. It can't
just look pretty. It's got to work.
CHRISTIAN
Hey, you may be more adept at nerve
reattachment, Sean, but I'm a
goddamn genius when it comes to
pussy. If I build it, she will
come.
LIZ enters, and heads for the fridge as she examines a
patient CHART.
SEAN
Well then, maybe we should let Liz
operate. She knows more about the
clitoris than either of us.
(to Liz)
I apologize, Liz. I meant because
you're a woman, not because you're
Si • • •

(CONTINUED)
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LIZ
I know what you meant.
(outraged, waving the
chart)
How can you read this and remain
unaffected? Manya Mabika's been
hideously disfigured so a man could
use her as a blow-up doll. You
think you can chuck your male egos
for a sec and pick the best surgeon
for the job?
Sean and Christian exchange a look.
LIZ (CONT'D)
Right. What am I thinking?
She pulls out a coin and tosses it.
LIZ (CONT'D)
Call it.
CHRISTIAN
Tails.
She catches it and flips it over.
LIZ
(to Sean)
Congratulations. Anything you want
to know, I'm here for you.
Off Sean's triumph and Christian's disappointment, we...
SMASH TO TITLES
INT. CHRISTIAN'S APARTMENT - HALLWAY - DAY
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Christian's leaving his apartment. As he opens the door, a
frantic Gina sweeps inside, carrying Wilber in his snuggly.
GINA
Shit emergency.
CHRISTIAN
Good morning to you, too.
INT. CHRISTIAN'S APARTMENT/BATHROOM - DAY
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Gina's at the sink, washing a stain out of her blouse.
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GINA
(calling out to Christian)
I was a block away having breakfast
with my sponsor when I ran out of
diapers. Kid's a feces factory.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)

